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It has finally happened - that one dream conference that you follow on Twitter or have heard so
much about from others has been okayed and/or funded and you actually are going!
For me that reality came last year at our final SSLA meeting. SSLA provides so many things to
teacher librarians from “The Medium “publications and blogs to annual conferences to Learning
Events with “the” latest presenters and trendsetters BUT what you might not know is that after
serving for two terms (four years) on the Executive you are given some funding to attend a
conference that will help you (and SSLA) with professional development! This year it was my
turn and ISTE (International Society for Technology Educators) has always been the Dream
Conference for me especially after two other executives attended the previous year. So for me it
was a no brainer - ISTE in Philly and even better my good friend Tracy who went last year and
also was on the Executive and has written numerous articles for the The Medium wanted to go
again.
In this article I hope to provide you with some helpful tips about attending a larger conference
with specific references to ISTE.
Before We Went
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Lodging
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It may seem obvious but with a large conference such as this one - it was important to book
lodging ahead of time to ensure that we had a place to stay and could fit into our budget. We
booked our lodging late November for the July conference. ISTE will also offer ideas but we
knew our budget might not match with their ideas. It was also important to consider what we
both wanted. So the questions we thought about were…
●

how will we get to our lodging from the airport and then back?

●

how close do we want to be - what was the max distance we were willing to walk
or did we want the ease of being in our space within 5 - 10 minutes?

●

●

what type of space did we want?
○

general room to crash

○

B&B

○

apartment from Airbnb

how easy is it to get to and from the conference from our lodging?

○

is it within walking distance - if not how will we get there and how much
will it cost

○

how long would it take to get to the conference? - for our conference
sessions started at 8 a.m. and could end as late as 7:00 p.m.

In the end we had decided to stay at the Conwell Inn on Temple University. We wanted a place
to crash and knew we wouldn’t have the energy to cook but could have something for
breakfast. On the map it was too far to walk so we knew we would need to take some public
transportation to and from. From blog posts and webinars prior to the ISTE conference we
heard to take the train into CIty Center would be the cheapest and fastest way to get in. It cost
us $8 dollars to get to CIty Center by train - a taxi would have been a lot more. So be on the
lookout for webinars and posts prior to your specific conference.

Conference Planning

After registering for the conference - ISTE recognizes there are different ways to learn and also
different areas you wish to focus on. They have identified four core areas but underneath you
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can see these four areas are further broken down
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They also provided an infographic outlining steps but I always want more detail especially
when you see how many topics can go underneath each learning area. They also reference

So you can see why it is more than a bit overwhelming. ISTE provides you a way to search and
plan using the program guide and by allowing you to star sessions you are interested in to see
later. When logged in you can go back and view sessions that you have marked as favourites.
This can help you narrow down topics and you can also search in a variety of ways (day, topic,
grade learning style) individually or all at once. These filters are extremely useful to find
sessions that you are interested in.
So I started initially by exploring and checking out different filters to see what types of sessions
there were available. I looked for past presenters such as Naomi Harm and Shannon
McClintock Miller and people I followed on Twitter such as Adam Bellow and Diana Rendina. I
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sessions by areas of interest.
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looked at grade levels and topics and formats and various combinations - searching alone using
the different filters was a fun way to explore and learn all that ISTE has to offer
While searching, I learned that each session had a brief overview and also had to include a
program summary of what would happen during their time as well as research that supported
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their sessions.
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So even though I may not be able to attend everything at once I could mine resources and find
new contacts on Twitter which to me would also provide PD before during and after the
conference. Powerful ah ha moments!
A major planning tip is you need to register for social events and BYOD sessions EARLY as they
fill up quickly and you are only allowed to register for one BYOD session a day so you need to
choose carefully. Below is an example of the details that show up for sessions. This was one of
the BYOD sessions I attended.
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So you can see the detail that also has to be done when submitting a proposal to present at ISTE!
Finally the last part of the session summary was some biographical information about the
presenters. Again useful for adding to your PLN.

Packing for ISTE
Many of you read blog posts and so again may be familiar with some of suggestions made in
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regards to pack for the conference. I had read Gwyneth Jones aka The Daring Librarian’s post,
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and also most recently Diana Rendina’s post on tips for surviving and thriving at ISTE.
Reading these gave me some helpful tips and future purchases that I will make. Most helpful
tips in no particular order are:
1. Wear comfortable shoes! With all the walking within the convention to and from
sessions, visiting the Expo and perhaps getting to and from the conference this was a
must. I had a pair of walking sandals that I could use in the evening and a pair of
runners. So choose wisely in terms of your luggage space and for your feet.
2. Bring a water bottle and snacks. This year there were 23 000 people in attendance which
means lineups for food and water. I packed my water bottle or kept a pop bottle I could
easily refill so I did not have to stand in line. There are lots of water stations that do not
have the line ups. Snacks will be important if you cannot eat at regular times as nearby
food will be full of lineups. I found that by eating later (around two) I didn't have to
wait long or at all.

3. Plan to eat! Make sure you provide some time to get something substantial to eat. On
Monday and Tuesday of ISTE sessions ran from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. if you wanted to go
hard core.
4. Bring along power and/or plug ins. I did need to recharge and having a strong portable
charger came in handy on more than one occasion either for myself or for a friend. Mine
also had 2 USB ports so I could charge my iPad and iPhone at the same time or share
with someone else. Also having a place to easily access your cords is helpful too. I had
to bring two different cords because of the different versions of Apple products. Diana
Rendina talks about Grid it and it is something that I am looking in to purchase. Right
now I am considering buying one that will allow me to fit my iPad into it as well as
having all the necessary accessories easily accessible.
5. Although I did not read this anywhere one of the tips I found very useful was arranging
the apps I would use the most to be on the front page of my phone. Think about the
apps you are going to want to easily access so you are not having to open folders or
scroll through pages. I placed all the apps I thought I would need easily accessible with
○

ISTE app

○

Periscope - new twitter app so you could watch live streaming

○

Hootsuite - can follow different twitter threads and be able to post

○

A QR scanner so you can quickly scan different codes at poster sessions

○

Access to app you using for curation (Evernote, Storify etc.)

○

Apps for sessions you are attending (I added Minecraft)

Curating and Learning at ISTE
This is another important factor to consider when attending a large conference. There will be
the Twitter feed and QR codes everywhere and impromptu conversations with people who are
attending. How will you keep track of all that information that is coming at you so quickly?
Again I read some blog posts to see how others curated information and was willing to risk
learning and trying new ways to curate information.
So here is how I managed at ISTE…
1. Have a way to follow the Twitter feed.
○

I use Hootsuite but there are other applications that you can use.

○

This year seemed strange to previous years as the official twitter feed was
#ISTE2015 - when in the past it was just the last two digits of the year #ISTE15 so
I had a stream for both as many want those extra 2 characters I also followed
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one hand. These apps included
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#notatiste15 as I followed that the previous year and found I learned a great deal
without being there
○

follow PRIOR to the conference - you will find lots of information about the
upcoming conference such as webinars and apps that may be used

○

I also used If This Then That (IFTTT) app to curate tweets with an ISTE hashtag
so I could go back and add to my PLN and for curating links. Still not perfect
this app but would try again

2. Periscope - this was new Twitter app that allowed you to see live feeds - you follow
people like you do on Twitter and anytime they are broadcasting you can get
notifications or watch later - so you could potentially see two sessions that were going
on at the same time. T
3. QR codes - you have the ability to scan so many from various poster sessions but what
how will you curate them. I started by emailing them but then tried to use If This Then
That (IFTTT) so they could be collected in one place. Didn’t work exactly the way I
wanted but will try again.
4. When taking notes I was going to try using EVERNOTE but ended up using Google
docs as I was more at ease at using this format - use what you are comfortable with
5. Allow down time during and after the conference to digest everything that you to
organize items given (contact cards, handout etc.) and to think about your learning and
takeaways

I learned a great deal prior to ISTE and hope to go again in the future. I hope that when you are
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attending ISTE or another large conference these tips will help you.
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